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“How strange it is that man on earth should roam, 
and lead a life of woe, but not forsake 
his rugged path; nor dare he view alone 
his future doom which is but to awake.” 
 —Keats, “On Death” 
1. Consciousness and human nature 
Debates between empiricists and rationalists are often taken to rest on two major points of contention 
(e.g., Markie 2017): whether knowledge is ultimately grounded in perception alone or (at least partly) 
in a priori sources, and whether mental contents are acquired through perception alone or are (at least 
partly) innate. Another point of contention, however, concerns the process of thinking. Is thinking 
fundamentally a matter of triggering arational associative links, or is there irreducible logical structure? 
For rationalists, logical structure is required to distinguish an associatively generated string of 
representations like BODIES; HEAVY from the thought that bodies are heavy (Kant 1781/1787, B140–
B143; Fodor 2003, 13), as well as to distinguish logical inference from other sorts of mental transitions 
(Fodor & Pylyshyn 1988). 
 In contemporary philosophy, the rationalists have made significant headway in the last of these 
disputes: there are few thoroughgoing Humeans who would reduce all cognition to association—not 
even neo-empiricists (Prinz 2002). The debate about associationism has not ended, however, but has 
merely been confined to the unconscious. Associationism thrives as a thesis about unconscious 
cognition. On one prominent view, rational, logical thought is exclusively—or at least primarily—
conscious. Consciousness, according to proponents of this view, is constitutive of logical inference. 
Without it, cognitive processing may be useful and even broadly truth-tracking but fails to count as 
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rational or guided by logical rules such as modus ponens. Call the view on which unconscious cognition 
is primarily associative unconscious associationism.  
 Philosophers are often motivated to endorse unconscious associationism because of a family of 
assumptions: genuine inference reflects on the rationality of the thinker; only what the thinker is 
responsible for can reflect on her rationality; the thinker can only be responsible for what she is 
conscious of. Paul Boghossian (2014; 2018) provides a usefully clear defense of this sort of perspective, 
which is generally shared by epistemological internalists (Neta 2013; Dogramaci 2014; Valaris 2014; 
Malmgren 2018; cf. Siegel 2017).  
 In cognitive science, unconscious associationism prevails through so-called “dual-process” 
theories of cognition (Kahneman 2011; Evans & Stanovich 2013). On dual-process theories, mental 
processing breaks down into two types: type-1 cognition, which is quick, automatic, unconscious, and 
associative, and type-2 cognition, which is slow, effortful, conscious, and logical. Dual-process theorists 
hold that logical inference requires the conscious use of working memory resources to guide transitions 
in thought.  
 For both the epistemological internalists and the dual-process theorists, unconscious cognition 
must be in some broad sense arational, and association is the most salient form of arational thought. 
Some proponents of unconscious associationism allow that there may be episodes of unconscious 
reasoning, but only derivatively: in such cases, a feature of conscious reasoning has “gone tacit” 
(Boghossian 2016, 48) and fails to conform to the “Platonic Form of reasoning” (Ibid.), i.e., conscious 
reflection. 
 Another tradition takes consciousness to be relatively unimportant for logical reasoning. On 
this view, the logical, rational aspects of human cognition lie much deeper than the glimpses we catch 
when looking inward. Call the view on which much of unconscious cognition has logical form deep 
rationalism. Deep rationalism may have reached a high point during the heyday of Freudian 
psychoanalytic theory, but it persists in many other forms. Perhaps the most representative defender 
of deep rationalism today is Noam Chomsky (1965; 2016). For Chomsky, consciousness reveals only 
“scattered fragments” (2016, 14) of thought, which consists primarily in “internal processes of mental 
computation that are unconscious, often inaccessible to consciousness, and very likely a core feature 
of fundamental human nature” (2018, 45). 
 As Chomsky points out, what is ultimately at stake in the dispute between unconscious 
associationism and deep rationalism is our picture of human nature. Are the richly structured, logical 
properties that characterize human thought dependent upon consciousness, or do they extend far 
deeper into the mind? Nicholas Chater has recently argued that “the mind is flat”: “Our flow of 




 This paper argues that the mind is not flat. I’ll push instead for a particular, heterodox brand 
of deep rationalism. While deep rationalism is already quite heterodox, this paper will focus on 
irrational aspects of unconscious cognition. I’ll pursue an idea from Daniel Gilbert (2006; Gilbert et 
al. 1998) and Eric Mandelbaum (2019) that aspects of unconscious cognition constitute a 
“psychological immune system.” The psychological immune system contains both (ir)rational and 
arational aspects, supporting deep rationalism while situating it in a broader conception of cognition 
and its functions. 
 First, I’ll argue in section 2 that a core function for the psychological immune system—
unconscious rationalization to reduce cognitive dissonance—should be thought of as involving logical 
inference, and that this falsifies unconscious associationism and views of inference defended by 
internalists like Boghossian. I’ll then propose in section 3 that the psychological immune system should 
be expanded to include more than just cognitive dissonance. The psychological immune system is not 
one thing, but instead constitutes a suite of distinct cognitive mechanisms that fulfil a general function 
of maintaining stable motivation in the face of widespread awfulness and death. Some of these 
mechanisms involve unconscious rationalization and others involve arational mechanisms designed to 
minimize negative affect. The resulting picture integrates deep rationalism with nonrational 
mechanisms of attitude change by appeal to a shared function of keeping us motivated. 
 
2. Unconscious inference: an existence proof 
Boghossian sorts automatic transitions into the conscious cases (which may nonetheless be quick and 
automatic; Shea & Frith 2016), and the unconscious cases which are “made by [one’s] sub-personal 
cognitive mechanisms” and are therefore “just programmed and not under the thinker’s rational 
control” (2018, 61). Our key question in what follows is whether there are unconscious transitions 
between unconscious attitudes that do not seem to be merely associative or “just programmed” 
operations of some subpersonal system, such as the visual system.  
 The case study used in this paper is rationalization: specifically, cognitive dissonance reduction 
(Festinger 1957; Aronson 1992; Cooper 2005). According to the classic idea of cognitive dissonance, 
“nonfitting relations among cognitions” (Festinger 1957, 3) generate a negatively valenced affective 
state that motivates thinkers to reduce it by shifting around their attitudes. This negative motivational 
state is a feeling of dissonance.1 Festinger regarded dissonance as a drive similar to hunger, with the 
shift in attitudes in order to assuage dissonance functioning similarly to the search for food to assuage 
hunger. 
 
1 Festinger used “dissonance” to refer to the presence of a contradiction in thought, whereas I will use it to refer to the 
affective state induced by contradiction. 
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 The notion of dissonance is best understood through experimental examples. Festinger and 
Carlsmith (1959) asked subjects to perform a boring, pointless task, and afterwards paid them either 
$1 or $20 to tell another person that the task was fun. Finally, they were asked what they honestly 
thought about the task. Paradoxically, the subjects who were paid less money reported a more positive 
attitude toward the task. From an associationist perspective, this effect is hard to explain (Mandelbaum 
2016). More money means more positive affect, which should associatively rub off on the task; why 
then do better-paid subjects think the task is worse? The dissonance-based answer is that the subjects 
realize that $1 is not really enough money to justify lying to another person. The fact that the task was 
boring conflicts with their undermotivated action of saying that the task was fun; this conflict generates 
a feeling of dissonance. The unpleasant feeling can be alleviated simply by shifting their attitudes—if 
I thought the task was actually fun, then my saying it was fun doesn’t generate any conflict between 
my attitude and my behavior. So, the explanation goes, I form the belief that the task was fun after all. 
 Effects like this are domain general. The more unpleasant the initiation ritual, the more 
subjects like the (objectively quite boring) discussion group they’ve joined (Aronson & Mills 1959; 
Ma et al. 2014). Choosing between two equivalent items causes you to devalue the item you didn’t 
choose (Brehm 1956; Lieberman et al. 2001). Voluntarily writing an essay against your own opinion 
on some topic causes you to change your opinion (Brehm & Cohen 1962; Heitland & Bohner 2010). 
The contradiction between the standing belief that p and the knowledge that you just acted as if not-
p induces dissonance, which you may alleviate by shifting your belief toward not-p. 
 Crucially, these effects are typically mediated by beliefs about ourselves. Aronson writes that 
“at the very heart of dissonance theory, where it makes its clearest and neatest prediction, we are not 
dealing with any two cognitions; rather, we are usually dealing with the self-concept and cognitions 
about some behavior” (1969, 27). The “self-concept” consists of beliefs, principally (in healthy 
subjects) the beliefs (a) that we are competent (e.g., smart), (b) that we are good (e.g., moral), and (c) 
that we are stable (Aronson 1992). The fact that beliefs about the self are involved explains why the 
above effects are only observed when subjects take themselves to have freely chosen to engage in the 
relevant behavior. If they instead feel that they’ve been compelled by experimenters to (e.g.) write an 
essay opposing their own opinion or participate in a boring task, they can alleviate dissonance by 
blaming the experimenter; it’s not that I behaved irrationally, it’s that I had no choice. 
 Both the generation and the reduction of cognitive dissonance are (at least often) due to 
unconscious inferences. Consider the generation of dissonance first, which often takes the following 
form: 
(1) This task is not worthwhile. 
(2) If this task is not worthwhile, then I am dumb for freely choosing to engage in it. 
(3) I am dumb for freely choosing to engage in this task. 
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The conclusion, (3), contradicts the belief that I am a smart, competent person (a standing element of 
the self-concept). This contradiction generates the feeling of dissonance. The process of reducing 
dissonance is yet another inference that takes the following form: 
(4) I am smart. 
(5) Smart people only freely choose to do things that are worthwhile. 
(6) I freely chose to engage in this task. 
(7) The task must be worthwhile. 
Believing (7) eliminates the contradiction, and with it the unpleasant feeling of dissonance.2 
 Both the arousal of dissonance and the inferential means of reducing it depend on the belief 
that I am smart. In that case we can predict that knocking out that premise will eliminate dissonance 
effects. This prediction turns out to be true. Administering bogus personality tests and giving subjects 
the results that they are irrational and immoral eliminates dissonance effects (Glass 1964; see also Stone 
& Cooper 2003). 
 Some have argued that many of these effects are in fact rational inferences about one’s own 
attitudes. For example, one may reason as follows: 
(8) I freely chose to engage in this task. 
(9) If I freely chose to engage in this task, it must be because I think the task was worthwhile. 
(10) I think the task is worthwhile. 
This “self-perception theory” was originally put forth by Bem (1967; Bem & McConnell 1970; see 
also Cushman forthcoming).  
 Unlike the self-perception theory, the dissonance-based explanation critically posits a 
negatively valenced feeling of dissonance. This prediction also turns out to be true (Elliot & Devine 
1994; Kitayama et al. 2013). Subjects show increased galvanic skin response when dissonance is posited 
to occur (Croyle & Cooper 1983; Elkin & Leippe 1986). Subjects with the option to drink alcohol 
fail to show attitude change in dissonance paradigms, likely because the alcohol mitigates the negative 
affect of dissonance and thereby makes attitude change redundant (Steele et al. 1981). Moreover, 
affective states can be modulated by how subjects conceptualize them (Schachter & Singer 1962). 
Prompting subjects to reconceptualize dissonance should therefore eliminate attitude changes 
characteristic of dissonance reduction, since the negative affect will no longer be experienced as 
dissonance. One test of this prediction involves simply administering a placebo and telling subjects it 
 
2 The fact that our minds contain mechanisms that hunt for and eliminate contradiction and the fact that humans tend to 
harbor contradictions jointly suggest that belief storage is fragmented (Quilty-Dunn & Mandelbaum 2018). 
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will make them uncomfortable. When dissonance is induced, subjects misattribute the negative affect 
to the placebo and fail to draw any dissonance-reducing inferences (Zanna & Cooper 1974). The self-
perception theory can’t make sense of the presence of negative affect in these paradigms, or how 
modulating affect impacts the inferences subjects draw. 
 One might allow that dissonance exists and that it motivates attitude change but deny that it 
involves belief. In inference, “you start out with some beliefs, and either end up adding a new belief, 
or losing some beliefs you already had, or modifying the credence with which you hold some belief, or 
changing the basis on which you hold some belief ” (Boghossian 2018, 56). It is hard to deny that the 
generation of dissonance involves belief. Dissonance arises when we notice that something we have 
done is in some way bad or irrational, and this causes a feeling of dissonance because it threatens our 
beliefs that we are neither bad nor irrational. The positive beliefs about the self that underlie healthy 
self-esteem in effect make certain conclusions psychologically unacceptable. When incoming evidence 
contradicts one of these core beliefs, the “psychological immune system” (Gilbert 2006; Mandelbaum 
2019) responds with a pain-like state that motivates us to neutralize the invading inference.  
 If we don’t understand this process as arising from contradictions between beliefs, it’s unclear 
why convincing someone that their core beliefs are wrong (e.g., that they are bad/irrational) should 
reduce dissonance (Glass 1964). Moreover, depressed subjects with low self-esteem are less likely to be 
subject to an “illusion of control”—when asked to press a button and determine to what extent their 
action causes a light to turn on, healthy subjects overestimate their degree of control while depressed 
subjects can be more accurate (Alloy & Abramson 1979; cf. Yon et al. 2019). This “depressive realism” 
is often overstated, since depression can also warp cognition in negative ways that engender false beliefs 
(Beck 2008; Carson et al. 2010). But the effect of depression minimizing self-aggrandizing cognitive 
illusions is quite real across many studies (Moore & Fresco 2012). Since long-standing depression or 
short-term blows to self-esteem weaken core beliefs like I AM COMPETENT or I AM MORALLY GOOD, 
they minimize dissonance by minimizing contradiction between incoming evidence and these core 
beliefs. 
 Still, while one might accept that the generation of dissonance is due to contradictions among 
beliefs, one might reject the description of the reduction of dissonance as a change in belief. Perhaps 
what I described above as subjects believing a task is worthwhile is really a nondoxastic state of 
liking/disliking. Many dissonance studies do involve positive or negative attitudes, which one may 
hesitate to call beliefs. Perhaps dissonance reduction is really about shifting attitudes rather than 
inferential belief change. 
 Evidence for dissonance-based change in descriptive belief is widespread, however. Many 
examples are relatively benign—e.g., subjects who freely choose to skateboard up a hill on their knees 
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will systematically underestimate the slope of the hill, thereby convincing themselves that it was not 
such an irrational decision (Balcetis & Dunning 2007).3  
 A more systemic example is the denial of racism by members of privileged racial groups. In 
general, African Americans are more knowledgeable than white Americans about the history of racism 
in the United States, and knowledge of this history is positively correlated with a tendency to judge 
events to be caused by racism (Nelson et al. 2013). Interestingly, a stronger sense of racial identity 
among white participants predicts greater denial of systemic racism as well as minimizes the effect that 
new knowledge about racism has on increasing perceptions of racism (Bonam et al. 2019). The fact 
that the effect is driven by the sense of racial identity suggests that the effect is ultimately driven by 
dissonance; evidence of racism only needs to be avoided or discounted if it causes dissonance by 
threatening the sense of self. Indeed, for white Americans with a high sense of racial identity, merely 
thinking about white privilege increases the strength of racist beliefs (Branscombe et al. 2007). Among 
white subjects who believe that the U.S. racial hierarchy reflects ethnic-group differences in ability and 
work ethic, being reminded of increased status of African Americans causes an increased belief in anti-
white discrimination; this belief update improves self-esteem (Wilkins et al. 2017), and fails to occur 
in subjects who are given an opportunity to affirm their self-esteem in unrelated ways (Wilkins & 
Kaiser 2014). 
 The question of whether white privilege exists is a purely descriptive matter, and white 
Americans often answer negatively to preserve self-esteem, particularly when (e.g.) they identify as 
people who have achieved success through merit (Knowles & Lowery 2012; see also Knowles et al. 
2014). The beliefs being formed to reduce dissonance concern factual, historical questions about the 
absence of racism and privilege, and their formation amounts to an active preservation of ignorance to 
avoid psychological distress. As Charles Mills puts it in a discussion of “white ignorance”: 
Ignorance is usually thought of as the passive obverse to knowledge, the darkness retreating before the 
spread of Enlightenment.   
But…  
Imagine an ignorance that resists.   
Imagine an ignorance that fights back. 
(Mills 2007, 11). 
 Another case of dissonance reduction through changes in descriptive beliefs concerns meat. In 
consumer research journals, researchers have puzzled for the past decade over the “Meat Paradox”: 
“people simultaneously dislike hurting animals and like eating meat” (Loughnan et al. 2010, 156). 
 
3 Balcetis and Dunning (2007) take this effect to be mediated by cognitive penetration of visual perception. Firestone & 
Scholl (2016) mount a compelling critique against this interpretation of results like Balcetis and Dunning’s; it’s more likely 
that the effect is on belief alone. 
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The fact that I eat meat while knowing it to be morally wrong creates dissonance by threatening my 
core belief that I am morally good. Subjects who just ate beef jerky are more likely than subjects who 
just ate cashews to deny that cows are capable of various forms of cognition (Loughnan et al. 2010). 
Merely reading a story about an individual in which it is briefly mentioned that he is vegetarian (as 
opposed to gluten-free, for controls) is enough to weaken meat-eating subjects’ beliefs that animals 
experience emotions (Rothgerber 2014). Participants asked to offer justification for meat eating often 
rely on the “Four Ns”: eating meat is (1) necessary (e.g., for protein), (2) natural (i.e., humans are 
meant to do it), (3) normal (i.e., humans generally do it), and (4) nice (i.e., meat tastes good) (Piazza 
et al. 2015). Subjects who strongly endorse the “Four Ns” (compared to those who don’t) enjoy the 
benefits of cognitive dissonance reduction, experiencing “less guilt about their dietary practices” 
(Piazza et al. 2015, 123). 
 Rationalization about meat-eating is filtered through the self-concept. Men are more likely to 
incorporate meat-eating into their identity than women (Rothgerber 2013) due to associations 
between meat-eating and masculinity (Ruby & Heine 2011; Rozin et al. 2012). Men are 
correspondingly more apt to endorse the “Four Ns” than women (Fagerli & Wandel 1999; Piazza et 
al. 2015), likely due to their increased need to reduce dissonance. Upon viewing a video about how 
lambs are killed to make meat, men were more likely than women to react by not only offering 
justifications for meat-eating, but in fact by increasing their commitment to eating meat (Dowsett et al. 
2018). Women, however, were less likely to reduce dissonance effectively in response to the video, 
showing a persistence of negative affect (Dowsett et al. 2018).4 
 In all these cases, the reduction of dissonance involves a change in descriptive belief. This sort 
of change in belief is not a form of rationally good inference: it is instead a form of rationalization 
(Schwitzgebel & Ellis 2017). However, rationalization is still inference. A theory of inference cannot 
restrict itself to good cases—bad inferences are inferences just the same. In these cases, we change the 
strength of our beliefs or adopt new beliefs in response to the strength of the evidence. The change in 
belief can be modulated by modulating premises (e.g., increasing or decreasing the strength of beliefs 
about ourselves).  
 Mere associative processing cannot explain how people change their beliefs to reduce cognitive 
dissonance. The effects are richer and more directly sensitive to evidence than that. Being reminded 
that eating meat is harmful should cause a negative valence to rub off onto the concept MEAT, but 
instead we respond defensively by rationalizing that it must not be that harmful after all; or that it is 
harmful but animals don’t really have complex mental states and thus don’t matter so much; or that it 
 
4 Dowsett et al. report that women are more likely to reduce dissonance by mentally dissociating meat from animals and 
underreporting their own meat consumption. The former strategy is not possible given the video, so it is harder to reduce 
dissonance; thus the dissonance simply persists, causing reports of higher negative affect. 
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is harmful and animals have mental states but eating meat is still necessary for proper nutrition. Which 
strategy we adopt is sensitive to our evidence at the time. For instance, while subjects reminded of a 
committed vegetarian respond by decreasing their belief in animal minds, subjects reminded of a 
vegetarian who regularly lapses and eats meat instead respond by increasing their belief that it is too 
difficult to avoid eating meat (Rothgerber 2014).  
 For Boghossian, inference requires meeting the “Taking Condition” (Boghossian 2014): 
subjects take premise-beliefs to support conclusion-beliefs. It is fair to say that the forms of belief 
change just reviewed do not involve Taking. People do not take their belief that they are morally good 
to support their belief that cows don’t experience love. But their belief that they are morally good 
nonetheless functions as a premise in an unconscious rationalization to the conclusion that cows don’t 
experience love in order to assuage the feeling of cognitive dissonance—cows can’t experience emotion, 
because if they did then I would be bad for eating them, and I’m not bad. This is a richly structured 
inference that occurs unconsciously and without subjects being even tacitly disposed to take the 
premises to support the conclusion. 
 Boghossian understands unconscious inferences on the model of subpersonal computations in 
the visual system. But that model is ill-suited to account for the generation or reduction of dissonance. 
Here the mental states involved are beliefs, and the beliefs are acquired, rejected, or modulated in 
strength in a manner that is proportional to the strength and content of incoming evidence (albeit in 
an epistemically distressing direction). Neither the states nor the processes involved are usefully 
described as “subpersonal” (except in the uninteresting sense that they are unconscious). These are the 
beliefs of an individual, and beliefs that play an important role in making rational sense of how they 
behave. And the sense-making sensitivity of beliefs to evidence is a paradigm case of a personal-level 
mental operation.  
 The case against regarding unconscious transitions as genuine inferences, for Boghossian, is 
grounded in questions about responsibility. “[F]or it to make sense to hold you responsible for your 
inferences, inferring has to be something you do, and not just something that happens to you” 
(Boghossian 2018, 60). And we don’t hold people responsible for “sub-personal cognitive mechanisms” 
which are “just programmed and not under the thinker’s rational control” (Boghossian 2018, 61).  
 One question is: What properties of an unconscious belief change could render a thinker 
responsible for it? That’s a theoretical question about the notion of responsibility that may rely, for 
example, on a notion of epistemic basing on reasons (Jenkin forthcoming). That theoretical question 
is not taken up here. But another, more immediately tractable question concerns particular cases: Do 
we intuitively judge people to be responsible for some unconscious belief changes? Answering this 
question can provide counterexamples to the thesis that inferences are constitutively conscious actions 
even in the absence of alternative conceptions of responsibility and rational evaluability.  
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 Consider the case in which a white American responds to evidence of racism with decreased 
belief in white privilege, or in which a meat-eater responds to evidence of the possibility of a vegetarian 
lifestyle with decreased belief in the capacity of animals to feel suffering, or in which a person convinces 
themselves that an object they built is more valuable simply because they invested so much time in 
making it (the so-called “IKEA effect”—Norton et al. 2012). I suggest that intuition does not ally 
these processes with the stereoscopic computation of depth. Instead, we are inclined to judge these 
subjects as engaging in epistemically degenerate rationalizations, and thereby hold them epistemically 
responsible. These rationalizations often interact with, and contribute to, prevailing ideologies in ways 
that we justly hold each other responsible for. The notion of rationally evaluable inference ought to be 
invoked to make sense of this cognitive activity, even if its unconsciousness makes it difficult to square 
with more general theses about the conditions of responsibility. 
 
3. Boosting the psychological immune system 
3.1—Awfulness and death. The foregoing has pointed away from unconscious associationism toward 
deep rationalism. It also raises questions about the proper function of our attitudes and the means by 
which we update them. For some philosophers, belief “aims at the truth” (Velleman 2000, 244); the 
ultimate point of reasoning is “to get things right” (McHugh & Way 2018, 178). But the updating 
mechanisms underlying rationalization don’t seem to have this aim. Instead, they seem to involve what 
Mandelbaum calls a psychological immune system: “the beliefs one changes (or keeps) are due to what 
feels easiest to do while keeping one’s self-image intact” (2019, 153). But why should our minds have 
this immune system built in? 
 For Gilbert (2006), the point of the psychological immune system is to keep us happy, even 
when life takes a downturn. The need for this kind of system plausibly arises from a sort of design 
problem for human minds. We are rational creatures capable of gaining general knowledge about the 
world and our place in it, and we are also creatures that require stable motivation to keep moving. 
However, there are two general features of life on Earth that threaten stable motivation, which I will 
unceremoniously label awfulness and death. The first, awfulness, consists of the ambient sources of 
harm and desire-frustration that populate our environments. Awfulness is responsible for a range of 
negative experiences from minor pains to the frustration of strong desires to life-ruining misfortune. 
Awfulness can be internal (negativity due to the self, e.g., immoral behavior) or external (negativity due 
to the world, e.g., harmful circumstances). A rational creature capable of catching onto pervasive 
awfulness is in danger of being overcome with negative affect, resulting in the maladaptive “low 
motivation for engaging with the outside world” characteristic of depressive disorders (DSM-5, 194; 
see also Wang et al. 2006; Sherratt & MacLeod 2013). 
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 The philosophical tradition of pessimism takes awfulness to be the dominant feature of life: 
“the quality of even the best lives is very bad” (Benatar 2006). While even pessimists grant that life is 
not universally awful, it is not obvious that the joy-giving aspects of the world outweigh the awfulness. 
Consider Schopenhauer’s (1851) stark juxtaposition of the intense suffering of the animal being eaten 
and the comparatively minor pleasure enjoyed by the animal doing the eating. We face a real 
predicament of why we ought to keep going when we have so little control over what happens in the 
world, our hopes are so often dashed, and experiences often range from the dreadful to the merely 
boring (Benatar 2006; 2017).  
 We need not endorse pessimism to see this point—the sheer volume of awfulness is enough to 
pose a motivational conundrum even if pessimism overstates its prevalence. And even if awfulness fails 
to predominate today (see Pinker 2011 for a rosy view of human history), it surely did at various points 
in the past. Scarcity of resources was likely a constant in our evolutionary history. Some geneticists and 
paleoanthropologists hypothesize that the human population may have at one point dwindled down 
to as few as 1,000 members (Hawks et al. 2000; Li & Durbin 2011). Aspects of a psychological 
immune system evolved to cope with our brutal past. Another feature of life on Earth, which unlike 
awfulness has been perfectly general at every point in history, is the inevitability of death (on which 
more below). 
 How could you design a rational mind in a way that enabled it to maintain stable motivation 
in the face of ubiquitous awfulness and death? A psychological immune system that allows for 
unconscious rationalization to preserve a stable self-concept provides part of the answer. Allowing 
constant frustration of desires to make us believe we are insignificant and lack control over our futures 
threatens to make us devalue our own desires and become pathologically unmotivated. If we instead 
believe ourselves to be valuable, competent, and in control and experience dissonance when we receive 
evidence to the contrary, then we are driven to preserve our cherished beliefs and, if necessary, to 
irrationally increase our beliefs in our own value, competence, and control in the face of 
disconfirmatory evidence. 
 Understood in the context of the psychological immune system, some cases of depression can 
be thought of as a kind of immunodeficiency. As noted above, depression often involves a systematic 
warping of belief (Beck 2008). But insofar as it undermines the self-concept and thereby prevents the 
generation of dissonance, it may reduce the likelihood of unconscious rationalization. This unbiasing 
aspect of depressive realism was anticipated by Freud in his description of the “melancholic” patient: 
[I]t is merely that he has a keener eye for the truth than other people who are not melancholic. 
When in his heightened self-criticism he describes himself as petty, egoistic, dishonest, lacking 
in independence, one whose sole aim has been to hide the weaknesses of his own nature, it 
may be, so far as we know, that he has come pretty near to understanding himself; we only 
wonder why a man has to be ill before he can be accessible to a truth of this kind. 
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(Freud 1917, 246) 
 For Mandelbaum, the self-concept and the dissonance it generates constitute the core of the 
psychological immune system. But the motivational problem created by awfulness and death are not 
limited to the self. You might believe that you are a good person whose desires are worth pursuing, but 
the awfulness of the world around you persists. Even if you’re fantastic, why bother continuing in the 
face of a world that consistently delivers suffering and boredom? External awfulness (i.e., awfulness 
attributed to the environment rather than to the self ) mounts a more or less constant threat to 
motivation that cannot obviously be defeated by a strong self-concept alone. 
 Another objective problem that cannot obviously be quelled through dissonance is death. It is 
compatible with your being a good, rational, competent person that you will inevitably die. The 
knowledge of our own mortality represents perhaps the greatest design problem that faces us as rational 
creatures. Solomon, Greenberg, and Pyszczynski identify this problem in terms of the intense anxiety 
that accompanies the recognition of impending doom, which they call “terror”: 
Terror is the natural and generally adaptive response to the imminent threat of death. All 
mammals, including humans, experience terror. When an impala sees a lion about to pounce 
on her, the amygdala in her brain passes signals to her limbic system, triggering a fight, flight, 
or freezing response.  
(Solomon et al. 2015, 7) 
 The design problem for rational, reflective creatures like us is our stimulus-independent ability 
to recognize that we will die. A human being, unlike a cat, can sit comfortably on a couch with no 
danger in sight and still be troubled by thoughts of death. A rational creature with no defense 
mechanisms against such thoughts is in danger of living in permanent terror, creating a massive 
motivational problem. And again, dissonance reduction alone seems ill-equipped to cope with this 
threat.  
 I propose (pace Mandelbaum) that we expand the concept of the psychological immune system 
beyond the tendency to generate dissonance in response to incoming contradictions with the self-
concept. The psychological immune system is not a single mechanism serving a single function. 
Instead, it constitutes a diverse array of distinct mental mechanisms keyed toward the general 
maintenance of stable motivational structures in the face of awfulness and death. One core component 
is indeed dissonance and the preservation of the self-concept it affords. But other components outstrip 
the self-concept, concerning the evaluation of objective circumstances and death-related cognition. 
 
3.2—Death. Consider death-related cognition first. Solomon et al. (2015) posit a mechanism of terror 
management that minimizes the experience of death anxiety. Thoughts of death are like a contagion, 
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threatening to infect our minds with paralyzing anxiety. Terror management involves quarantining 
these harmful thoughts by pushing them outside of consciousness and making them harder to access. 
A primary cognitive mechanism of managing death anxiety—indeed another example of unconscious 
rationalization—is to negate the inevitability of death by bolstering the belief in immortality. 
Immortality can be literal, in which case people may cling to religious beliefs in the persistence of the 
self after bodily death, or symbolic, in that we can metaphorically “live on” through our participation 
in and contribution to a meaningful community that outlives us (Pyszczynski et al. 2015). People 
therefore respond to thoughts of death through worldview defense: we push thoughts of death out of 
consciousness by reaffirming the meaningfulness of our lives in our communities (religious, 
nationalistic, etc.). 
 Results supporting this hypothesis include asking people whether they prefer products made 
by their own country. German participants show increased preference for all things German if 
interviewed in front of a cemetery rather than in front of a department store (Jonas et al. 2005). Israeli 
children reminded of death are more likely to prefer to play with other Israeli children over Russian 
children (Florian & Mikulincer 1998). After subliminally seeing death-related words (controls saw 
pain-related words), American participants presented with an essay critiquing the U.S. and an essay 
praising it find the arguments in the former to be weaker and in the latter to be stronger (Arndt et al. 
1997a). 
 Modulation of meaning-giving sets of beliefs (or “worldviews”) correspondingly modulates the 
psychological accessibility of death-related thoughts. The accessibility of death-related thoughts is 
often measured through word-stem completion tasks. For example, suppose you were asked to fill in 
the missing letters in “COFF_ _”. You might complete the stem to yield the benign word “COFFEE”, 
or to yield the death-related word “COFFIN”. Subjects who are reminded of death and then given an 
opportunity to strengthen the beliefs underlying their worldview (i.e., by judging pro-American 
arguments to be valid) show reduced accessibility of death-related concepts; they are significantly less 
likely to provide “COFFIN” (Arndt et al. 1997b). 
 Similar “mortality salience” effects are found in the opposite direction: providing evidence 
against a person’s worldview increases the accessibility of death-related concepts. Religious participants 
who deny evolution and read evidence in favor of evolution show greater accessibility of death-related 
concepts in the stem completion task (Schimel et al. 2007). Canadian subjects who read an essay by 
an American author belittling hockey and other sources of Canadian pride show the same result 
(ibid.).5 
 
5 Concerns about terror management have arisen in the current “replication crisis” in cognitive science. Sætrevik & Sjåstad 
(unpublished) uploaded a pre-registered replication attempt on PsyArXiv in May 2019 showing a failure to replicate 
mortality salience effects in Norwegian subjects, later supplemented with a failure to replicate effects on American subjects 
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 As aforementioned, it’s hard to see how terror management could reduce to dissonance 
reduction. Evidence that we will die does not contradict our beliefs that we are good, competent, and 
consistent. Moreover, while dissonance reduction can involve shifting around our attitudes, terror 
management also accomplishes the separate task of modulating the accessibility of death-related 
concepts. There is no theory of dissonance (as far as I know) on which it includes a mechanism to 
inhibit the retrieval of concepts in a particular domain, but terror management critically includes such 
a mechanism. Finally, dissonance reduction is driven by affect; rationalization is aimed at alleviating 
the unpleasant feeling of dissonance, which shows up in galvanic skin response (Croyle & Cooper 
1983). But reminding subjects of death “showed no hint of either elevated self-reports of fear or anxiety 
and no increase in autonomic or cardiovascular indicators of arousal” (Pyszczinsky et al. 2015).6  
 This last fact suggests that the rationalization underlying terror management is not about 
reducing present negative affect, but instead about reorganizing cognition to avoid the potential for 
negative affect (Greenberg et al. 2003). In that case, terror management and dissonance reduction are 
fundamentally distinct cognitive mechanisms. But both function as aspects of the psychological 
 
in an online study. The introduction of novel experimental contexts may introduce novel confounds, e.g., the probable 
difference in nationalistic sentiment in Norway vs. the United States. The authors also used pro-democratic essays for 
Norwegian participants, but those essays argued against increased control in response to the threat of terrorism; it is perhaps 
unsurprising that even robustly pro-democratic Norwegian participants may, when mortality is salient, hesitate to agree 
with the following (quoted from the authors’ English translation of their materials): “increased terror preparedness and 
increased control is not the solution for the future of Norway!” The online study of Americans is a more straightforward 
replication failure, however. More troubling apparent replication failures emerged in December 2019 from Many Labs 4 
(Klein et al. unpublished), wherein 21 labs ran experiments on over 2,000 subjects and failed to replicate a mortality 
salience effect on worldview defense (Greenberg et al. 1994), despite earlier successful replications (e.g., Arndt et al. 1997a) 
and direct guidance from the original authors in many of the replication attempts.  
 Chatard, Hirschberger, and Pyszczynski (unpublished) argue that Klein et al. erroneously included experiments 
with sample sizes below preregistered inclusion criteria. In their re-analysis, Chatard et al. found that, when analysis is 
restricted to original-author-advised experiments that met preregistered sample sizes and Klein et al.’s exclusion criteria 
(e.g., only white American subjects), the effect was successfully replicated after all. Chatard et al. suggest that the apparent 
replication failure was “likely driven by a few small, heterogeneous, and imprecise studies that should not have been 
included in the meta-analysis if the authors had conducted the studies as planned.” The replicated effect size was small. 
One possible explanation for this is that the participants were college students tested in Fall 2016 and Spring 2017, during 
and right after Trump’s election and inauguration. It’s possible that a young, liberal population was alienated from U.S. 
political culture during that time such that strengthening pro-U.S. attitudes was a less viable means of terror management 
and effect size decreased.  
 These papers remain unpublished and proper methodology is a subject of ongoing debate amongst the authors—
and in discussions of replicability more broadly. There have been over 400 experiments published showing mortality 
salience effects (Burke et al. 2010; 2013). These partial replication failures don’t justify discounting the legitimacy of those 
effects, particularly given Chatard et al.’s argument for successful replication. More replication attempts are needed that 
show sensitivity to the social/historical context of the population being tested and the beliefs they’re most likely to cling to. 
6 The claim that death reminders never cause negative affect is surely false (Lambert et al. 2014). But the lack of consistent 
evidence for affect suggests that the mechanism of terror management cannot be tied constitutively to the reduction of 
negative affect the way that dissonance reduction can. 
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immune system and can work in tandem. For instance, while subjects who choose to write a 
counterattitudinal essay show a subsequent across-the-board preference for information supporting the 
essay (a standard dissonance effect), subjects who have been reminded of death show a significant 
increase in that preference (Friedman & Arndt 2005; see also Jonas et al. 2003). Thus reaffirming the 
self-concept can serve not only to reduce dissonance but also to reaffirm meaningfulness in the face of 
death. This fits with Solomon et al.’s insistence that self-esteem is “constantly at work, prodding us on 
beneath the surface of awareness to maintain our protective shield against terror” (2015, 47).  
 The self thus seems to play a significant role in mitigating death anxiety. Nichols et al. (2018) 
tested a range of subjects, including American Christians, American nonreligious subjects, Indian 
Hindus, and Tibetan Buddhist monks, for attitudes toward death and the self. They found that the 
Buddhist monks had not only (a) the lowest degree of belief in an enduring self, but also, surprisingly 
to the authors, (b) the highest degree of fear of self-annihilation caused by death. The Buddhist monks 
also were the most egocentric in a hypothetical tradeoff between months of one’s own life against 
months/years of another’s life (i.e., when life-extending medicine is in short supply). Lowering the 
strength of belief in the self appears to weaken aspects of the psychological immune system geared 
toward alleviating death anxiety. 
 
3.3—Awfulness again. I’ve argued so far that the psychological immune system involves two separate 
but interacting components: cognitive dissonance and terror management. Cognitive dissonance serves 
the function of maintaining a robust self-concept and terror management serves the function of 
avoiding the paralyzing fear of death. But these two processes alone won’t suffice to mitigate the 
negative affect coming from negative experiences unrelated to the self. A pessimist like Schopenhauer 
or Benatar would insist that the world delivers considerably more negative than positive. In that case 
we would need some aspect of our immune system to counteract this influx of negative affect and 
maintain stable motivation. Even if the negative and positive are perfectly matched in our world, we 
would still benefit motivationally from a positive skew; instead of viewing the world as coldly neutral, 
we could have some source of hope that things in general will be at least somewhat positive. 
 Another element of the psychological immune system may therefore be a domain-general 
positive bias. This need not be a single process but could instead be a general tendency of many 
cognitive processes to push evaluation toward the positive, all else equal. Some of these mechanisms 
might involve full-blown rationalization while others involve arational modulation of valence. 
 If there really is a domain-general positive bias, we might expect neutral items regularly to have 
a slightly positive valence. Concepts of ordinary objects and events are linked to “microvalences” 
(Lebrecht et al. 2012), and we should expect these to tilt toward positivity. One source of evidence for 
this comes from linguistic corpuses. Dodds et al. (2015) compiled a list of over 100,000 words from 
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ten languages and acquired 5,000,000 valence ratings. They found a clear positive bias: the clear 
majority of both frequent and rare words across various languages are positively valenced (see Fig. 1). 
Looking at Warriner et al.’s (2013) English corpus, many perfectly boring words seem to have a slightly 
positive valence: e.g., driftwood (5.53), eraser (5.64), lamp (5.74), place (5.86), mild (5.9), initiate 
(6.1). 
 
Figure 1—Valence assignments for linguistic corpuses skew positive for high- and low-frequency 
words alike (from Dodds et al. 2015). 
 Another example of domain-general positivity is the “mere exposure effect”: merely being 
exposed to a stimulus makes subjects like that stimulus more, ceteris paribus (Zajonc 1968; Bornstein 
1989). The mere exposure effect is fully domain general, applying to images and syntactic structures 
alike (Luka & Barsalou 2005). The fact that the mind simply boosts valences toward the positive as 
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objects are presented (modulo boredom and satiation [Montoya et al. 2017]) is a straightforward 
example of domain-general positive bias.7 
 There also exists a well-known negativity bias, captured by the slogan “bad is stronger than 
good” (Baumeister et al. 2001; see also Rozin & Royzman 2001; cf. Corns 2018). For example, neural 
event-related potentials observed in categorization are higher for valenced stimuli than neutral stimuli, 
and higher for negative than positive stimuli (Ito et al. 1998). People show greater affective response 
to the possibility of losing $100 than gaining $100 (Kahneman & Tversky 1984). Three-month-olds 
show a looking-time preference for helpful agents over harmful ones—a triangle-with-eyes struggling 
up a hill might be pushed up by a “helper” or downward by a “hinderer”. But while three-month-olds 
show no preference for helpers over neutral agents, they show a marked preference for neutral agents 
over hinderers, suggesting that the effect is driven by a (possibly innate) social negativity bias (Hamlin 
et al. 2010).  
 Such negativity bias effects may seem to challenge the idea of a domain-general positive bias. 
But in fact, these biases complement each other—indeed they necessitate each other. First, their 
functions are not in competition. The positive bias governs valence assignment, while the negativity 
bias governs valence salience: while valences skew positive, negative stimuli demand more processing 
resources and are more likely to be encoded and stored in memory (Ito & Cacioppo 2005). If we 
generally skew positive in our valence assignments, we’re in danger of failing to recognize harmful 
stimuli. It would help in that case to have stimuli that cross a threshold of negativity to “pop out” and 
demand processing, thereby keeping the rosy glow of positivity in check. Turning to memory, a positive 
skew in valence assignment makes it less pressing to store positive valences; instead, we can offload 
that burden onto our positive default valence assignments when re-encountering positive stimuli, and 
focus memory resources on encoding negative stimuli, as seen in the infant negativity bias (Hamlin et 
al. 2010).  
 In long-term memory, however, positivity tends to win out. While a bias toward negative 
stimuli for immediate salience and short-to-medium-term storage is functional, the general dominance 
of negativity in long-term memory could overload cognitive processes with negative affect, threatening 
motivation. Thus positive stimuli are easier to recall than negative stimuli after longer retention 
intervals (Taylor 1991), and the mere exposure effect pushes memories in a positive direction in the 
long run. The general picture that emerges is one of a warm, fuzzy positive background in the mind, 
 
7 A plausible explanation for the mere exposure effect is based in metacognition. Perceptual and cognitive processing of 
stimuli is accompanied by a metacognitive feeling of “fluency”, a sense of easiness in processing (Alter & Oppenheimer 
2009). As an object is encountered more and more, it feels more fluent to process it. Subjects may then attribute the 
positive valence of fluency as due to liking the object (Bornstein & D’Agostino 1994). In that case the mechanism 
underlying the effect may have a rationalistic structure. The data is messy, however, suggesting fluency may not be the 
(only) factor underlying the mere exposure effect (Montoya et al. 2017). 
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against which negative stimuli pop out, grab resources, and fade in the long-term. As this picture would 
predict, the balance between positivity and negativity biases is upset in depression: depressed subjects 
show greater accessibility for negatively valenced items in memory (Watkins et al. 1996; LeMoult & 
Gotlib 2019). The positivity bias needs a corresponding negativity bias to avoid harm, and the 
negativity bias needs the positivity bias to avoid maladaptive dominance of negative affect. 
 
3.4—Moving forward. The psychological immune system is not a single process. It instead reflects a 
general tendency of cognition to maintain stable motivation through a variegated array of cognitive 
mechanisms. Three kinds of psychological immune response include cognitive dissonance, terror 
management, and a domain-general positive bias, itself underwritten by multiple distinct 
mechanisms.8 These aspects of cognition enable us to keep going in a world rife with awfulness and 
death. 
 Accepting this framework for thinking about human cognition opens up a research program. 
Other belief-related phenomena ought to be found that don’t fit neatly into the categories described 
here but still play an immunodefensive role in that they possess four diagnostic properties: (1) they 
rely on representations of the world that adaptively enhance one’s sense of playing a role within a 
meaningful community and/or increase the value attributed to oneself or one’s circumstances; (2) 
encountering rational evidence that contradicts those representations triggers a motivation to respond 
cognitively; (3) the cognitive response is often biased toward preserving the pre-existing representations 
at the expense of truth and knowledge; and, I add tentatively, (4) the epistemic strength of these 
representations is often weakened (a) as self-esteem is weakened or (b) in cases of depression, anxiety, 
or other mental illnesses that involve negative appraisal of oneself and/or one’s circumstances. 
 By way of illustration: another example of such a phenomenon is the “belief in a just world,” 
i.e., the belief many people have that good things happen to good people and bad things happen to 
bad people (Lerner 1980; Hafer & Sutton 2016). This belief is prima facie false, but it paints a 
comforting picture of human outcomes in terms of moral desert rather than the alienating idea that 
good and bad outcomes often arise from uncontrollable independent factors. We want to believe that 
justice is not merely some Platonic ideal, but is in fact a causal force in determining human outcomes. 
This belief thereby blocks out an ambient source of awfulness, viz., injustice. As we would predict, 
 
8 Even dissonance may not be a single mental kind. The discussion above construed dissonance as based in conflict with 
the self-concept. But there may be a simpler kind of dissonance as well, in which mere contradiction is sufficient to generate 
dissonance independently of the self-concept. We cannot successfully act in the world if our beliefs are unstable and 
conflicted; thus there is some motivation to maintain consistency independently of the self (Harmon-Jones et al. 2009). 
There is some evidence for dissonance arising in nonhuman animals, for example, which may lack a robust self-concept 
(Harmon-Jones et al. 2017). In that case, dissonance may arise from two sources, one based in avoiding conflict and 
instability and the other based in protecting the self-concept. 
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people respond to evidence of the falsity of this belief not by decreasing its strength, but by irrationally 
adopting attitudes that are consistent with it even at the expense of inconsistency with the evidence. 
For example, even when subjects are told that punishment and reward will be doled out randomly, 
they nonetheless form positive appraisals of the character of those who receive rewards (Lerner 1965) 
and negative character-appraisals of those who receive random shocks (Lerner & Simmons 1966). 
People thus defend cherished beliefs in universal justice through irrational “victim-blaming.”  
 The immunodefense of the belief in a just world also includes shifting ordinary descriptive 
beliefs away from truth. When told about a person who won the lottery, subjects who are told that the 
lottery-winner was a bad person later recalled his winnings as lower than subjects who were told that 
he was a good person (Callan et al. 2009). And, as an immunodefensive theory predicts, the belief in 
a just world is psychologically beneficial. In a survey of nearly 2,000 Europeans, subjects with stronger 
belief in a just world had greater perceptions of organizational justice in their workplace as a result, 
and accordingly showed greater workplace satisfaction a year later (Johnston et al. 2016). The effect is 
also modulated by self-esteem. Subjects who recall times they were lucky(/unlucky) respond with 
raised(/lowered) self-esteem; moreover, while healthy subjects typically regard their own unlucky 
outcomes as unfair, lowering their self-esteem causes them to regard their own unlucky outcomes as 
less unfair (Callan et al. 2014). Finally, as predicted, depression correlates with decreased belief in a 
just world (Ritter et al. 1990; Lipkus et al. 1996).  
 
4. Conclusion 
The popular idea that the unconscious mind is dumb and arational is false. The mind is not flat; 
unconscious processing has rich inferential structure. This fact has implications for how we understand 
inference (i.e., it requires neither consciousness nor “taking” premises to support conclusions) and 
human nature (i.e., it is deeply rationalistic). It also sheds light on the function of belief. Some 
philosophers argue that belief aims at truth (Velleman 2000) or knowledge (Williamson 2000). But 
insofar as the psychological immune system characterizes a function of belief, it looks as though belief 
often aims instead at preserving stable motivation even if truth and knowledge fail to be maximized 
(Mandelbaum 2019, 151). There must be a trade-off between these functions of belief, as it would 
clearly not be adaptive to fail to realize that a tiger is about to eat you simply because the recognition 
would cause negative affect (Aronson 1992, 30–31). But a view that construes belief as oriented toward 
truth (or knowledge) alone ignores the forms of irrationality that operate in the depths of human 
cognition—not as performance errors (such as slips of the tongue or arithmetical errors), but as 
systematic expressions of core cognitive competence. 
 Not all aspects of the psychological immune system are rational/irrational. The positive bias in 
valence assignment seems generally arational, as does the terror-management-based suppression of 
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death-related concepts. Positing a psychological immune system allows us to defend a pluralistic form 
of deep rationalism on which unconscious inference is integrated with affect and arational cognitive 
mechanisms. This synthesis, which unites various rational and arational aspects of cognition by appeal 
to a common immunodefensive function, might be called “deep irrationalism”. 
 The processes underlying the psychological immune system are beneficial in maintaining stable 
motivation and other respects (such as valuing things you’ve put effort into, like artifacts or 
friendships), but in other respects they are plainly irrational and even harmful. Thinking about the 
role that dissonance reduction plays in cognition about white privilege or that terror management 
plays in bolstering in-group preference is enough to make one wonder if the benefits are worth the 
costs. Indeed, the psychological immune system may help explain the formation, spread, and 
maintenance of ideology, which Adolph Reed, Jr. characterizes as “the mechanism that harmonizes the 
principles that you like to think you hold with what advances your material interest” (Reed 2014). 
Ideology may be best captured at the level of social groups (e.g., classes, races, and other loci of material 
interest) rather than individualistic psychology. But the psychological immune system helps explain 
how some ideological justifications take root in individual minds by relieving the psychological 
pressures of cognitive dissonance and death anxiety.  
 Crucial outstanding questions include how, and whether, to change these underlying cognitive 
tendencies. Possible avenues for mitigating the bad effects of the psychological immune system include 
taking care in what we allow ourselves to identify with (and thus what generates dissonance when 
criticized) and which beliefs we rely on to derive meaning (and thus what gets strengthened when 
death is salient). Answers to these questions are, unfortunately, not easy to come by.9 
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